Hagley Camera Club @ Kinver Fayre 2017
Camera Clubs vary like a good or bad cheese. HCC (based in Wordsley) are relatively mellow, don't
smell too much and not entirely serious, but we do try and provide an interesting and sociable
environment for anyone that shares our interests, irrespective of their level of experience or knowledge.
Let's see how much you already know about photography – if a lot then please contemplate joining us
and giving us some of the help that we obviously need.
If not so much then consider how your photography might improve if you were to learn and practice a
few new techniques.
Here are a few answers, with the questions to follow;
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Q1 What term is generally used to note the “correct” positioning of a subject within an image?

Q2 The on-camera pictorial that denotes the tonal range of an image is the...

Q3a Compared with the right-hand image, that on the left was taken using a...

Q3b What does each image demonstrate regards the position of the subject (potentially 3 answers) ?

Q4 What locally brewed beverage has (almost) been scientifically proven to improve the enjoyment of
a photographic outing / photography generally / life as a whole?

Q5 In order to best avoid camera-shake whilst taking an image with the camera hand-held it is best to
follow the rule of.... (not the same answer as Q4)

Q6 The image above shows an example of a photographic technique known as …

Q7 The distracting and annoying background clutter in images is known as..

Q8 What would you most look to gain / learn from joining a local camera club?
A sociable environment in which to meet new friends.

Editing techniques

Photography tuition

Photographic Outings

Studio evenings

Critique

Competitions

A night off from the husband / wife

Please leave your details to be added to our informal newsletters etc. May occasionally contain nuts.
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